JOIN THE #TALKUNION TOUR!

MORAL MONDAY LABOR DAY

RAISE WAGES ★ BUILD UNIONS
#TALKUNION

This year we’re making Labor Day a Moral Monday!
Workers are finding hope in difficult times by taking collective action through unions and through Moral Monday. Show your solidarity!

9 AM • Raleigh
Rally and press conference at Fallen Firefighter Memorial in Nash Square (201 S. Dawson St)
More info and RSVP: bit.ly/MMLDRAL

Noon • Greensboro
Rally and press conference outside the Beloved Community Center, 417 Arlington St
More info and RSVP: bit.ly/MMLDGSO

5:30 • Charlotte
Massive rally for Moral Monday Labor Day in Marshall Park (800 E 3rd St)
More info and RSVP: bit.ly/MMLDCLT

Solidarity Forever • For the union makes us strong!